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Abstract - Storage Class Memories (SCMs) are used as 
non-volatile (NV) cache memory as well as storage. Multi-SCM 
storage with two types of SCMs, M-SCM (fast but small capacity 
memory-type SCM) and S-SCM (slow but large capacity 
storage-type SCM), has been proposed. In Multi-SCM storage, 
M-SCM works as NV-cache of S-SCM based storage. M-SCM 
such as MRAM is fast but may suffer from thermal instabilities 
and cause data-retention errors at high temperature. Therefore, 
data in M-SCM should be evicted to S-SCM at short interval 
before exceeding acceptable data-retention time. However, in 
case of short interval eviction, frequent data eviction from 
M-SCM to S-SCM severely degrades the storage system 
performance. To resolve this trade-off between data-retention 
reliability and the storage system performance, this paper 
proposes workload-aware data-eviction self-adjusting system. 
Proposed system is composed of Access Frequency Monitor 
(Proposal 1) and Evict Interval Adjustment (Proposal 2). 
Proposal 1 observes the access frequency of evicted data that 
directly affects data-retention time of M-SCM. By referring to 
the results of Proposal 1, Proposal 2 automatically changes the 
data-eviction interval so that long retention data are moved 
immediately to S-SCM and the storage system performance can 
be improved. As a result, maximum data-retention time of 
M-SCM decreases by 83%, and the storage system performance 
increases by 5.9 times. Moreover, the acceptable endurance 
increases by 103 times. Finally, measured data-retention errors 
and memory cell area decrease by 79% and 5.7%, respectively. 
 

I Introduction 

Storage Class Memories (SCMs) attract attention due to 
their higher performance than NAND flash memory and larger 
capacity than DRAM. Recently, hybrid storages with several 
types of non-volatile (NV) memory including SCMs have 
been proposed [1, 2]. SCMs can be categorized into two types, 
memory-type SCM (M-SCM) and storage-type SCM 
(S-SCM), based on their access speed, capacity and acceptable 
data-retention time. M-SCM like magnetoresistive RAM 
(MRAM) has fast access speed, small capacity and may suffer 
from short acceptable data-retention time at high temperature 
[3, 4]. On the other hand, S-SCM like 3D XPoint [5] has slow 
access speed, large capacity and long acceptable data-retention 
time. This paper adopts Multi-SCM storage [6] that uses both 
M-SCM and S-SCM. LPDDR2 is assumed for the interface of 
Multi-SCM storage. Multi-SCM storage uses M-SCM as 
NV-cache of S-SCM, and achieves 2.34 times higher 
performance than S-SCM only storage thanks to non-volatile 
write-back (NV-WB) algorithm [7]. Note that NV-WB stores 
frequently accessed data in M-SCM as shown in Fig. 1. 
However, data-retention characteristics of M-SCM is 
problematic at high temperature where acceptable 
data-retention time can be short, e.g., less than one day [4]. In 

this paper, resistive RAM (ReRAM) [8] is assumed for 
M-SCM, that has relatively longer acceptable data-retention 
time than MRAM and shorter latency than PRAM [9]. Fig. 2 
illustrates the switching mechanism and measured current 
distribution of ReRAM. It is reported that data-retention 
characteristics of ReRAM become shorter at high Set/Reset 
endurance cycles [10, 11]. As endurance cycles increase, 
oxygen vacancies (VO) diffuse and the conductive filament 
spreads horizontally in the low resistance state (LRS) of 
ReRAM as shown in Fig. 3. The endurance cycles of M-SCM 
become over 50 times higher than that of S-SCM [6]. Hence, 
if ReRAM is used as M-SCM with extremely high endurance 
cycles, ReRAM short retention should be resolved.  

For DRAM and NAND flash memory, some researchers 
have proposed to solve data-retention failure from the aspect 
of device/circuit [12, 13] and system [14, 15]. However, for 
ReRAM, system-level approach has not been proposed while 

  
Fig. 1 NV-WB algorithm of Multi-SCM storage [6, 7]. 

 

 
(a)                      (b) 

Fig. 2 (a) Physical model of ReRAM [8]. (b) Measured current 
distribution of HRS and LRS [10].  

 (a)                       (b) 
Fig. 3 Mechanism of trade-off between endurance and 
data-retention in ReRAM with (a) low endurance and (b) high 
endurance stress [10].  
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device-level [10, 16] and circuit-level solutions [17] to reduce 
data-retention errors have already been reported. Although 
previous work [18] proposed the algorithm which reduces the 
maximum data-retention time in M-SCM, this algorithm needs 
timestamp information that is not managed in storage 
controller. Therefore, this paper proposes system-based 
data-retention management without timestamp information for 
short retention M-SCM.  

In case of DRAM, data in each cell are refreshed every 64 
ms [19] because data-retention time becomes zero by 
overwrite access. While there is no endurance limit in case of 
DRAM, that of ReRAM is limited [10]. Thus, refresh that 
increases the endurance of ReRAM is not applied to NV-cache 
based on ReRAM. As an alternative to the refresh, we may use 
Periodic Eviction [18] that all data in M-SCM are moved to 
S-SCM at regular intervals. Data-retention time is controlled 
by the length of eviction interval, and eviction interval should 
be short to achieve high reliability of M-SCM. However, 
frequent eviction degrades the storage system performance 
because data eviction needs multiple read from M-SCM and 
write to S-SCM. Fig. 4 shows trade-off between device 
reliability and the storage system performance.  

This work proposes data-eviction self-adjusting system of 
Multi-SCM storage (Fig. 5) to balance data-retention time and 
the storage system performance. Because long retention data 
should be evicted immediately from M-SCM to S-SCM, the 
proposal makes evict interval shorter. On the other hand, short 
retention data do not require frequent eviction. Therefore, 
evict interval is extended for data with short data-retention 
time to improve the storage system performance. This system 
is consisted of two proposals as described in Fig. 5: Proposal 1 
is Access Frequency Monitor, and Proposal 2 is Evict Interval 
Adjustment.  

The major contributions of this paper are as follows:  
• Periodic Eviction is adopted for Multi-SCM storage to 

avoid data staying in M-SCM for a long time.  
• We propose Access Frequency Monitor to estimate 

data-retention time of data in M-SCM (Proposal 1). 
Timestamp information is not provided to the storage/SSD 

controller and thus is not available. Proposal 1 estimates 
the approximate data-retention time in M-SCM based on 
data access frequencies without timestamp information. 

• We also propose Evict Interval Adjustment (Proposal 2) 
that adjusts data-eviction interval to balance the storage 
system performance and device reliability. 

By combining ReRAM device measurement and 
system-level storage simulation, the proposed system reduces 
maximum data-retention time of M-SCM by 83% and 
improves the storage system performance by 5.9 times. As for 
the ReRAM reliability, measured acceptable endurance 
increases by 103 times and measured data-retention errors 
decrease by 79%. Since the ReRAM cell reliability is 
improved, weaker error correcting code (ECC) with smaller 
parity overhead becomes acceptable. As a result, the memory 
cell area decreases by 5.7%. 

II. Two Proposals for Short Retention M-SCM 
A. Access Frequency Monitor (Proposal 1) 
 Conventional Multi-SCM storage cannot manage 
data-retention time of each data because the storage controller 
does not handle timestamp information. In Proposal 1, write 
count (not read count) to M-SCM is regarded as pseudo time. 
To prevent data from remaining in M-SCM for a long time, all 
data in M-SCM are evicted to S-SCM every time storage 
receives certain count of write accesses to M-SCM (evict 
interval count). When data are evicted by Periodic Eviction, 
the number of evicted pages is monitored. Note that access 
unit of SCM is sector (512 Bytes), and the unit of data 
movement such as eviction is page (16 KBytes) in this paper. 
Additionally, “valid page” means the page where data exist. 
The page that contains no data is called “blank page.” This 
paper reports that the number of evicted valid pages changes 
by average overwrite of workloads as indicated Fig. 5 [7]. For 
workloads with high average overwrite, accesses concentrate 
on small part of M-SCM. Thus, the number of valid pages in 
M-SCM becomes small. In contrast, for workloads with low 
average overwrite, the memory access distributes widely in 
M-SCM. Therefore, the number of valid pages in M-SCM 
becomes large. Moreover, average overwrite affects the 
data-retention time [20] because data-retention time becomes 
zero when memory cell is overwritten by new data. While 
pseudo retention time of frequently overwritten data is short, 
that of rarely overwritten data is long.  

Fig. 6(a) shows the problem of conventional eviction 
triggered when M-SCM capacity becomes almost full. With 

 
Fig. 5 Proposed data-eviction self-adjustment system of Multi-SCM storage. 

 
Fig. 4 Trade-off between SCM device reliability and storage 
system performance.  
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conventional eviction, only least recently used (LRU) data are 
evicted, and long retention data remain in M-SCM. With 
proposed eviction, all data in M-SCM are evicted when write 
count to M-SCM exceeds evict interval count, and pseudo 
retention time is monitored by the number of evicted valid 
pages as shown in Fig. 6(b). When accesses concentrate on 
specific part of M-SCM, the number of evicted pages becomes 
small. On the other hand, when accesses are widely distributed 
in M-SCM, the number of evicted valid pages becomes large. 
Fig. 7 indicates the relationship between the number of 
evicted valid pages and the number of overwrite requests from 
the host when evict interval count is set to 1,000. As a result, 
data-retention time is judged as “short” when monitored 

number of evicted valid pages by Proposal 1 is less than 20% 
of evict interval count. In contrast, data-retention time is 
judged as “long” when monitored number of evicted valid 
pages is more than 80% of evict interval count. Fig. 8 shows 
monitored number of evicted valid pages for real workloads at 
data centers where evict interval count is fixed at 1,000 (fixed 
interval eviction). For evaluation, prxy_0 write-hot workload 
and hm_0 write-cold workload are evaluated [7, 21]. Both 
short retention and long retention data are mixed in two 
workloads and temporal localities exist. While many short 
retention data and few long retention data exist in prxy_0, few 
short retention and many middle/long retention data exist in 
hm_0. As shown in Fig. 8(a), prxy_0 is dominated by short 
retention data. In contrast, hm_0 is dominated by long 
retention data as shown in Fig. 8(b).  
B. Evict Interval Adjustment (Proposal 2) 

Proposal 2 self-adjusts data-eviction frequency from 
M-SCM to S-SCM based on monitored retention time by 
Proposal 1. When the number of evicted valid pages is small, 
data-retention time is short. Thus, evict interval count is set 
large to decrease evict frequency and improve the storage 
system performance. When the number of evicted pages is 
large, data-retention time is long. Therefore, evict interval 
count is set smaller to evict long retention data more 
frequently and prevent data-retention errors of M-SCM.  

Fig. 9 illustrates self-adjusting evict interval count by 
monitoring number of evicted valid pages in detail. Initial 
evict interval count is set at 1,000 write counts, the minimum 
interval count. In case of small number of evicted valid pages, 
evicted data are judged as short retention data and evict 
interval count increases by NAdjust. In case of large number of 
evicted valid pages, evicted data are judged as long retention 
data and evict interval count decreases, except when evict 
interval count is already set to minimum. Threshold to change 
the next evict interval count is shown in Fig. 10. Threshold 
itself is dynamically changed. Pseudo retention time is judged 
as short and NAdjust increases when the number of evicted valid 
pages is less than 20% of evict interval count. On the other 
hand, pseudo retention time is judged as long and NAdjust 
deceases when the number of evicted valid pages exceeds 
80% of evict interval count. In other cases, pseudo retention 
time is judged as middle and evict interval count is not 
changed. 

      

(a)  

 

(b) 
Fig. 6 (a) Problem of conventional data-eviction. (b) Proposal 
1: Eviction Interval Management. Data are evicted with fixed 
evict interval count.  

Fig. 9 Proposal 2: Eviction Interval Management that adjusts 
evict interval count.

 
Fig. 7 Relationship between the number of evicted pages and 
the number of overwrite requests from the host. 

(a)                        (b) 
Fig. 8 Monitored number of evicted pages with fixed evict 
interval count of 1,000 for (a) prxy_0 write-hot workload and 
(b) hm_0 write-cold workload [7, 21].  
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Evict interval count influences both data-retention bit error 
rate (BER) and the storage system performance as shown in 
Fig. 11(a). Fig. 11(b) and Table 1 compare three types of 
eviction: conventional eviction (Fig. 6(a)), fixed interval 
eviction (Fig. 6(b)) and proposed eviction (Fig. 9). 
Conventional eviction has low evict frequency, low reliability 
and high performance. Fixed interval eviction has high evict 
frequency, high reliability but low performance. Finally, 
proposed eviction adjusts the evict frequency and thus 
achieves both high reliability and high performance.  
C. Write-LRU for Selecting Victim Pages 

In conventional eviction [7], the end page of LRU list is 
chosen as victim page (evicted page). When data in LRU list 
are written or read, data move to the top of LRU list as 
illustrated in Figs. 12(a) and 12(b). Because data-retention 
time is not reset by read, long retention data remain in 
M-SCM in conventional eviction as shown in Fig. 12(b). In 
proposed eviction, victim page is chosen from the end of 
Write-LRU (W-LRU) list, not LRU list, which ignores the 
multiple read access and manages only write access order to 
monitor pseudo retention time as shown in Fig. 12(c). That is, 
if data is read again, the location in LRU list stays at the same 
location. In addition to W-LRU, proposed system also uses 
LRU for NV-cache management of M-SCM. When cache miss 
happens and S-SCM is written or read, data in S-SCM are 
copied to M-SCM. Therefore, proposed system uses both 
LRU and W-LRU for NV-cache algorithm and data-retention 
time monitor, respectively, as shown in Table 2. Fig. 13 
describes two types of proposed eviction trigger: one is when 
the number of write accesses reaches evict interval count 

(Case 1), and the other is when M-SCM capacity becomes 
almost full (Case 2). All pages in M-SCM are evicted with 
Case 1, and least recently written page is evicted with Case 2. 
Actually, most of triggered eviction is Case 1, and thus this 
paper optimizes Case 1 eviction with two proposals.  

III. Evaluation Results 
This paper uses system, circuit and device co-design 

(SCDCD) platform [22] that combines device measurement 
and transaction-level-modeling system emulator [1]. 
Characteristics of M-SCM and S-SCM are listed in Table 3 [6, 
23]. For evaluation, M-SCM capacity is fixed at 10% of the 
whole storage capacity. Initial evict interval count is set at 
1,000 write counts which is the minimum evict interval count. 
Then, NAdjust is varied from 500 to 100,000. The evaluation 
results of proposals are compared with those of both 
conventional eviction (Conv.) and fixed interval eviction 

 
Fig. 12 (a) Write access to LRU and W-LRU list. Comparison of 
(b) conventional LRU and (c) proposed W-LRU. 

 

Table 2 Conventional cache and proposed NV-cache. 

 

Cache algorithm Data-retention monitor
Conventional

cache
LRU

(Read and Write) --

Proposed
NV-cache

LRU
(Read and Write)

W-LRU
(Only write request)   

 

  
Fig. 13 Two Cases of proposed data-eviction. Case 1: Evict long 
retention data from M-SCM to S-SCM. Case 2: Evict all data 
when M-SCM becomes almost full. 

 

Fig. 10 Self-adjusting of data-eviction interval by dynamically 
changing threshold that adjusts next evict interval count. 

 
 (a)                      (b) 

Fig. 11 (a) Effect of eviction interval on data-retention BER of 
SCM and storage system performance. (b) Comparison of 
proposed and conventional data-eviction. 

 
Table 1 Comparison of data-eviction 

 

Table 3 Memory characteristics [6, 23] 
M-SCM S-SCM

Write latency 100 ns 10 us
Read latency 100 ns 10 us

I/O 1066 MHz
VDD (core, I/O) 1.8 V / 1.2 V
Access unit Sector (512 Bytes)

Data movement unit Page (16 KBytes)

Storage capacity User data size * 1.25
(Over provisioning : 25%)

Capacity 10% of storage 
capacity

90% of storage 
capacity
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(Fixed). With fixed interval eviction, the evict interval count is 
set to 1,000. 
A. Results of Data-retention Time and System Performance 

Fig. 14 shows the number of evicted valid pages and 
evicted interval count change when NAdjust is set at 500. In 
Fig. 14(a), evict interval count continues to increase for 
prxy_0 workload. Fig. 15 plots all write requests to each 
logical address for one week. From Fig. 15(a), prxy_0 is 
dominated by write-hot access. Therefore, proposed system 
automatically increases evict interval count. In Fig. 14(b), for 
hm_0 workload, evict interval count is increasing during the 
first four days, and then evict interval count decreases rapidly 

on the fourth day. Fig. 15(b) indicates that write-hot random 
accesses are dominant for the first four days. However, after 
the fourth day, write-cold sequential request appears and 
becomes dominant. Thus, proposed system reduces evict 
interval count after the fourth day to frequently evict cold data. 
In this way, the proposed system can self-adjust the 
data-eviction considering the temporal localities of data. 
However, if workloads with few write requests (such as 
proj_3) are used, eviction is not triggered in Multi-SCM and 
M-SCM needs refresh to remove long retention data. Fig. 16 
shows the relationship between evict interval count and actual 
evict interval time. Actual evict interval time harmoniously 
changes similar to evict interval count. Maximum 
data-retention time is defined as the maximum evict interval 
time. Therefore, maximum data-retention time for prxy_0 and 
hm_0 is 1.6 hours and 0.9 hour, respectively.    

Fig. 17 indicates the storage system performance, 
Input/Output per Second (IOPS) and maximum data-retention 
time of M-SCM with each NAdjust. IOPS results are normalized 
by that of fixed interval eviction. The storage system 
performance of conventional eviction is 6.67 times higher than 
fixed interval eviction as shown in Fig. 17(a). With fixed 
interval eviction, frequent eviction largely decreases system 
performance. On the other hand, maximum data-retention time 
of fixed interval eviction is reduced to 0.57 hour while that of 
conventional eviction is 30 hours. For hm_0 in Fig. 17(b), 
conventional eviction increases system performance by 2.0 
times of fixed interval eviction. Performance improvement 
of hm_0 is smaller than that of prxy_0 because evict 
interval count of hm_0 reduces from the fourth day, and 
data-eviction is triggered more frequently. Meanwhile, 
maximum data-retention time of fixed interval eviction 
decreases from 30 hours, that is the results of conventional 
eviction, to 72 seconds.  

If the limit of data-retention time is assumed as 6 hours, 
NAdjust that produces the highest performance is 5,000 for 
prxy_0. In the case, the storage performance improves 5.9 
times compared with fixed interval eviction. The maximum 
data-retention time reduces by 83%, compared with 
conventional eviction. For hm_0, the system performance 
becomes the highest with 6 hours or less data-retention time 
when NAdjust is set at 10,000. The performance enhances 1.6
times compared with fixed interval eviction. Additionally, the 
maximum data-retention time reduces 83% from conventional 
eviction.  
B. Measured Device Reliability 

Fig. 18 shows measured trade-off of acceptable data- 
retention time and endurance of ReRAM at accelerated 
measurement condition to intentionally increase errors [10]. 
Note that the reliability of LRS is solely analyzed in Fig. 18 
because HRS is highly reliable [10]. Measured data-retention 
time with conventional eviction allows only 102 Set/Reset 
cycles. On the other hand, in the proposed self-adjusting 
system, the maximum data-retention time decreases by 83% 
for prxy_0 workload. Reduced maximum data-retention time 
enhances measured acceptable endurance to 105 Set/Reset 
cycles. Moreover, measured BER decreases by 79% as shown 
in Fig. 19 because data-retention time deceases by 83%. As a 
result, required strength of error-correcting code (ECC) is 
relaxed and ECC code rate increases by 5.7% as described in 

 
(a)                         (b) 

Fig. 14 Results of number of evicted pages for (a) prxy_0 
write-hot workload and (b) hm_0 write-cold workload. Evict 
interval count for 1-week workloads when NAdjust is set to 500. 
Evict interval count self-adjusts by monitoring hot/cold data in 
M-SCM. 

  
(a)                         (b)  

Fig. 15 Plots of write requests in one-week workloads for (a) 
prxy_0 and (b) hm_0.  

 
(a)                         (b) 

Fig. 16 Results of actual interval time for (a) prxy_0 and (b) 
hm_0. Maximum evict interval time is defined as maximum 
data-retention time.  

(a)                         (b) 
Fig. 17 Storage system performance and maximum 
data-retention time of SCM for (a) prxy_0 and (b) hm_0. 
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Fig. 20. Because parity bits of ECC corresponds to memory 
cell area overheads, memory cell area decreases by 5.7%. 

IV. Conclusion 
This paper proposes data-eviction self-adjusting system of 

Multi-SCM storage to resolve the trade-off of device 
reliability and system performance. When conventional 
eviction is applied to Multi-SCM storage, long retention data 
remain in M-SCM and that causes data-retention errors. If 
data eviction is performed at short intervals to reduce long 
retention data in M-SCM, frequently triggered data-eviction 
degrades the storage system performance. Proposed eviction is 
composed of Access Frequency Monitor and Evict Interval 
Adjustment. By using write count to M-SCM as pseudo time, 
pseudo retention time is successfully estimated. By 
self-adjusting data-eviction frequency, the storage system 
performance is improved by 5.9 times from fixed interval 
eviction. Additionally, acceptable data-retention time 
decreases by 83% from conventional eviction (Table 4). As a 
result, measured acceptable endurance increases from 102 to 
105 cycles and measured BER decreases by 79%. Finally, 
memory cell area decreases by 5.7%. 
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Table 4 Summary of this work 
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Fig. 19 Measured BER of ReRAM as a function of 
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Fig. 20 Acceptable BER dependence on ECC code rate.  
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